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ITve been sitting here thinking for 
a long time now.
Thinking about trees robed in snow
and little wrens
hopping around pecking for bits
and pieces of seed and grain scattered
about the ground.
Thinking of winter, 
white, shimmering, clean.
Sitting and thinking and remembering home.
You know friend, 
we lived in the country.
Real nice country.
I used to walk at night through 
the woods.
Walking through my country.
Walking through the moon.
Snow shining like fine old crystal.
I'd walk slow letting my breath 
hang in the electric air before me.
A part of me hanging there in my country. 
Why when a young squirrel turned in his 
chestnut dreams,
why you could hear the nest rustle for 
a mile or more.
At the icicle's crack a fox would jump 
and those silver sparks would fly.
I remember the fire waiting at home. 
Roaring and crackling when I left.
Glowing when I returned.
Hearth and home. Trite?
Ah friend, I think not.
Remembering home and the fire to knock 
off the chill.
I go home with the first new snow of 
every new year.
I go home every winter.
You can go home.
Yes you can. Why friend, why I've 
really never left.
Michael D. Bums
'J'fit $an<jre <U KZristo 'poms
I.
Sangre de Cristo 






trail winding upward 
through ponderosa pine,
dormant
aspen stand like great yellow fingers 
into thin air
wind sighs 
in throbbing dance 




gleam in the eye
of hot mountain sun
and our trail 
moves in and out 
of dense immortal forest; 
near green meadows







like thick billows of smoke
make us think rain;
their dark underside
speaks a language 






"enough to soothe the mind 
for a thousand years"
an ancient song 
guides our way
through violent Jurassic upheaval 








we walk across 
trusting the sturdiness 
of the constructed dam
VI.








and store bought hand warmers 
don't know the fate 
of their worshipped technology—  
their lives as rusty 
as the tin cans they toss 
into the wood;
in this way 
they seek the Mother
— in return
as a predestined gift
her knowledge will wipe them
from the face of the earth
those men who nourish themselves 
at the breast of the Mother 
who accept her diversities
become the elements 
do not lust for immortality 
but are the true gods 
in their time
VII.





breakfast hot over the fire,
smoke tobacco and herb, 
slurp coffee in cold morning air: 
use spruce and aspen 
for fuel
on long chilly nights; 





spy fat brown beaver
downstream
— the rhythm 
of his movement
X.
gentle afternoon rains 
bring trout to the surface—
forces us into tents




with starry spine 
coughs a sun 
between his paws
the tree blossoms 
in ranks
of gleaming moons
in the dark closet 
the king & queen lie 
a white & fervent rose 
growing 
from their dew-fused loins
the lionTs corpse 
swarms with carnivore 
bees, his ribs gory 
with the honey 
of bell-voiced stars
this day itself




there’s another light 
the imminent force 
of touch
a kind mountain-man 
says
I gravitate toward 
high places
at the foot of Step-Toe butte 




I heard a word 
exchanged between 
me and the mountain
the shining eye will 
light the dark
above the Palouse prairie 
we prowled like two 
hungry bears 
on top the butte, in 
black hair skins 
of gravity
the wind come up 
from off the Palouse 
roared like a cheated fool 
and ached in my head 
with cold
later, in a morning 
drizzle, across the Cascades 
a leaf
appeared






The car swayed around the curve, following the ridge 
past civilization and all its lights. A long piece 
of orange hangs on the eastern horizon. Is it the moon, 
or another hamburger stand? The car sinks into a valley, 
its heavy engine pulling it down the slope. The moon, 
half-risen, sets again behind the rising ridge 
at the river-crossing. The sky aches with stars,
Orion is lost in clouds of light. Full in the sky,
the moon traverses a thin band of clouds. Its rabbit
curls, fetus-like, on its back. If you had wanted to
come with me you could have asked. I would not have minded.
I don’t see why you think we must be so exclusive
with each other. I can’t hold myself apart for you;
you don't want me often enough to be worth it,
although that is not sufficient reason to
satisfy you, but you're all for lost causes anyhow.
The stars lose out to the full moon: you 
expect the same thing from me, I think.
Is that because you see it all the same way yourself?
It would be like you to set me above all else; 
but the moon wanes, even if you don’t know it yet.
The rabbit could be a hard man’s face, 
thin lips and narrowed eyes and frowns.
The moon is very bright; it dims all the stars.
Later in the year the rabbit will leap
like other rabbits; its dark body will be
one tremble, disturbing the lunar motion
with its vividness as the maria hold it in
one long leap across all the nights. The moon is
white-hot to the eyes, even its craters seem brilliant.
It becomes a piece of mica, peeling off 
in layers like a tale of years. You will be shed 
and forgotten too if you aren’t careful. You ought 
to be a part of the past: It is easier to look back 
at you than forward to you. Shy men must be the hardest 
problem known to woman. If you don’t stop 
feeling sorry for yourself you will forget to notice 
when I wear a red dress and I will give up on you.
I came over the hills and a rabbit ran across the road 
from west to east, taking my headlights for dawn.
We were going home: it had crossed the road before, 
east to west, when I left in the morning.
II. Waiting
The next day was colder and cloudy, 
completely overcast until sundown, 
when a long crack appeared in the west.
The clouds above were slate-blue and 
reflected with pink the hidden sunlight.
The crack was silvery orange, like muskmelon, 
and below it lay a hump of blue; 
more clouds or a distant ridge.
The near trees below it were black.
The pile sank and collapsed with the sun;
the pink vanished and the melon faded
and the low blue mass broke up and floated
to join the other clouds pressing
down on the light, still reflecting it with gray.
It took a long time, but when the space was gone 
it seemed sudden, like closing a child’s bedroom door, 
quickly blotting out the comfort 
of the lighted hall.
Everything was dark, and colder. I 
have decided that a man your age 
should have better sense.
Linda Lee Webb
fitting
Sitting here in nature’s garden feeling just like one of the plants.
The seed of love has started to grow.
The water is extremely calm but it is not still.
The wind is whispering and there is a comfortable breeze that makes 
me want to float on away.
The sky is a bit cloudy but the sun is peeping through the clouds 
here and there.
As I write the radiant beams are their brightest and behold a new 
and beautiful day
Sitting here in nature’s garden.
A little boy; shirtless and in cut-offs, running, and alongside him 
a happy Alaskan Huskie.
People playing tennis, laughing, exercising, and joyfully releasing 
the tensions of life.
The noise of all the little creatures - It's like a community sing
Come in and have a seat!
Virgil Work Jr.

M K N aiu^ wiJ e
....the bride wore a gown of white-satin promises 
of kids and dirty socks 
and Saturday morning cleaning 
accented by delicate lace caught at the waist 
and falling to the floor, 
trained, and trailing 
into nothing.
....veiled by assumptions of happiness, love, and light 
,...on her finger the ring of Everlasting 
and around her neck 
the collar of Obedience.
....the bride wore a gown of promises 
accented by delicate lace caught at the waist 





Just before midnight I opened my eyes 
And found her asleep on the threshing-floor 
Beside me.
Somehow
She had slipped beneath the blanket 
And was sleeping in the folds 
At my feet.
Then, gently as I could,
I lifted her out from under the cover 
Until her head came to rest on the straw 
Next to mine,
And I lay there beside her 
All night,
My head in the hollow of her shoulder,
Until the bells chimed 
Six times
And she rose to depart at dawn.
Howard Schw artz
ANY PERSON EXHIBITING EMOTION OF ANY NATURE 
DURING OR AFTER THIS READING SHALL BE EXILED TO AMERICA
So you1re indifferent 
When she sits by you 
On a stale, dark bus.
You’ve been through a lot you know.
She asks your name;
You mumble something.
The next thing you know,
She’s unbuttoned her jacket- 
And that’s it,
Except for a pair of jeans and boots.
And really, you’ve got to look- 
They’re beautiful!
There’s a gleam in her eyes.
Well, that’s that.
So for a while, you go at it.
For a while, there’s nothing else but it.
Then one day, she says she’s going,
But wants to keep in touch.
And after the ulcers in your gut,
And the tumors in your head,
You realize..., of course, man,
You can take it.
(You know it’s not for real.)
So she goes...
A couple of years later 
You get a letter.
She's married, got a kid,
Wants to see you- 
Gawd!
So you take the damn dare 
And go see her.
She looks the same, a little different- 
Something about her eyes.
She introduces you to her family
And you go sit down in her living room-
Feeling kind of stupid,
As if you expected to do 
Any of this anyway.
You look around, see her, her kid,
See her husband.
You think, a real turkey-
Not because of jealousy or anger,
But because it so happens he is one.
She seems..., well, contented.
(He would be the type
To save all his S & H green stamps
Just for her.)
You're contented that she is,
But you're not happy; she isn't.
You know that gleam in her eyes 
That isn't there now.
Her eyes gaze mostly at the floor 
As some boring subject 
Is thrown about in conversation.
But then, for a moment,
She looks at you- 
Straight into your eyes.
And for a moment, you see that gleam.
She reaches to you, through her eyes,
And you reach to her...
And your spirits make love 
On her living room floor.
And then, for another moment,
Your veins begin to surge,
And you wish to God
You could take his place-
Not because of greed or envy,
Some kind of stupid feeling of possession, 
But because, for a moment you think,
It would be a "sociably acceptable" way 
Of expressing all that you feel.
The thought flies.
So it's a book as a gift to her- 
Man, even a box of candy 
Would probably squint his eyes 
And cause her pain.
(It's kind of sad, kind of funny- 
She doesn't wear jeans now.
She always liked the ones you got her.)
No, strictly business.
So it comes time to leave.
You've given an evaluation of the book.
And as you leave,
She smiles and says good-bye- 
That same fake kind of smile,
The kind she wore just before she...
...my God...
... so you love her...
B.G. Rickerd
JEast jFrom VOescoe ‘jTerrace/'fi'omrcf Jerusalem
Full sun, 
scattered cirrus, 
silent warm wind 
this February afternoon 




flee the jaded north light murk 



















and draws from there, 
along once-wooded 
eastern prairie ridge, 














what’s been gotten down;






And back to paper.
Leans into
the form her vision’s force 
insists on taking 
before it disappears; 
the coming clouds, 










in blowing pink 
poised
for yet another handstand,
her friend,













At top floor window,
an ancient man,




the corners skewed 




slap the passing spirits
of the wind;
flash











and Blondie's pencil 
delivers it to time.
X love your drawing, Blondie, 
though, unhappily,
I can not see it.



















We, too, were created from clay
Mined from a cavern
Or the bottom of a dark pool,
Shaped by the hand of a father
And mother
And blessed
With the breath of life,
That light that shines through us 
Like a small sun 
Concealed in the embryo 
Of an egg.
We, too, are vessels,
Baked in the sun by day,
Filled with the light of the moon 
At night.
This moonlight
Has taken root inside us,
Has given us this bright glaze.
It is our memory of the shadow 
Of many pale hands 





In the hour of the offering,
The sacred time 
Between two ceremonies 
When at last
The pool can be replenished,
When you walk around me
Seven times
And I begin to glow.
Howard Schwartz
'Town £<{1uare





Brilliant points are near 
Distant
They are distant
They are set apart from me

















But then I found out






that I was self-conscious
from trying to excel at deep perceptive thinking 
from trying to think of something 
deep&perceptive 
to say about each occasion 
from trying
a bit too hard 
to let everyone know 





But I'm self-conscious even now
—  even in the company of myself —  
and the layers of my mind are many: 
Where do the facades end?
PS:
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Durham
fruit
do you ever speak backwards? 
on
cock
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Editor’s Note: The following narrative was found encased in an 
otherwise empty Champagne jeroboam near Laguna Beach, California.
It was brought to my attention by my cousin, an electrician and 
inveterate beachcomber residing in that town. I can offer no 
proof of its veracity other than the quality of the journal itself; 
and can suggest no motivation for its publication other than the 
instinct, sometimes observed in humans and other animals, to heed 
the distress calls of their own kind.
THE MANUSCRIPT
Today I caught a dolphin. The fish I speak of, the dolphin, 
is often confused with the porpoise, for a reason which is not ob­
vious to me since the porpoise has a snout, rather than a blunt, 
squarish head like a dolphin; the porpoise's dorsal fin is blade­
like, while the dolphin sports a webbed fin running the length of 
its back; and finally the porpoise is a mammal, the dolphin a fish. 
This last distinction holds significance for me this morning for 
the reason that it implies the occurrence of gills and therefore of 
gill slits on the dolphin.
The forty pound specimen I took earlier this morning on my 
trolling line was still alive, freshly hooked in fact, when I pulled 
it from the sea, grabbing it by the gills. I subdued it with my 
half empty champagne bottle, having no other blunt instrument which 
was not irrevocably attached to my person. I had just smashed the 
fish's spine, inducing a vigorous death quiver throughout its body, 
when I became conscious of the sensation of the gill orifice pul­
sating about my index and middle fingers. I was fascinated. I 
ran my fingers along the underside of the flap of flesh covering 
the gills, enjoying the absolute smoothness of texture in the cool 
moist recess of the fish's body. I lifted the flap and peered in­
side at the ridges of pink tissue comprising the gills. I was on 
the point of bending down for a closer look when I noticed the
tumescence of my groin.
Now reader, I do not implore your understanding; I do not even 
intend to apologize for this particular aberrant libidinal response. 
It is my hope that you will be not overly indignant at this evidence 
of excessive carnality, if only because it gives me pleasure to hope 
that this missive will one day find an audience. For your offended 
sensibilities themselves I care less than nothing, since catering to 
them would become a constraint upon my speaking freely. And I am in 
a position to speak freely. I would like to challenge you at this 
point to imagine a situation less restrictive to freedom of thought 
and expression than my own circumstance, that of the single occupant 
of a rubber lifeboat roughly in the middle of that most primal of 
the world's oceans, the Pacific. Hard won freedom of this sort I 
relinquish only to assure that this message will someday be read, 
rather than destroyed in a fit of moral pique, which I consider to 
be entirely possible since it has been written "Many are cold, but 
few are frozen." (Ann Landers? Bishop Sheen?)
With that facet of your pleasantly disagreeable narrator's 
attitude clarified, I would like to return to this morning's problem 
of the dolphin. I had, after all, no one to judge my actions, and 
further, none to restrain them. In the interest of hedonistic ex­
ploration and sensual gratification I felt almost an obligation, a 
duty impelling me toward sexual congress with an organism often 
termed cold and slimy. Having been adrift forty days with only a 
faint possibility of rescue (I have seen several planes but have 
had no signalling device), I could offer only a desire to retain 
the vestiges of my self respect as a barely sufficient motivation 
for remaining within the bounds of convention, that restraining 
garment about the flaccid white underbelly of my baser desires.
I'll eat the dolphin instead.
I have been similarly torn these past few days between equally 
divergent alternative courses of action. For example, I continue 
to waver between accepting starvation and continuing my diet of 
raw fish, which leaves a metallic taste in my mouth, which my 
meager supply of drinking water (procured from the solar still
stored in the raft) will not serve to wash away. Nipping from the 
champagne bottle has so far given me only nausea and light-headed­
ness, though I persist in taking a hopeful pull now and then. It 
seems that the odd compulsion to continue to exist as a human being 
in the moral sense extends in full force to the physical plane of 
being without regard to the degree of discomfort experienced.
The question of whether to continue my mental existence has me 
equally puzzled. The incessant monotony of motion produced by the 
waves, the unchanging blue of the sky and darker hue of the sea 
leave me no respite from their tedium. Along with this I have been 
given the full treatment by the cruelest, most effective torturer 
I will ever experience, save in damnation, my own conscience.
I have had more than ample time for reflection; and lacking 
any other nexus about which to center my thought I have implacably 
returned to an evaluation of my own life. Despite every effort to 
occupy myself otherwise (I have tried, in desperation, reciting 
aloud passages from every author’s work of which I can dredge up a 
recollection) I cannot for any appreciable length of time prevent 
my thoughts from turning to the distasteful manner in which I have 
spent the years allotted me. For my consuming endeavor has been 
defrauding those whose desire for enlightenment renders them vul­
nerable to just the sort of loathsome predator I have allowed my­
self to become. I am, or have been, a seller of books, an agent 
for a publishing house specializing in the export of literature to 
the budding educational institutions of developing countries. My 
occupation depends upon the ignorance of those I supposedly serve, 
in that I represent as art that dreck of the literature of our 
country which would be otherwise unsaleable. I have, for example, 
unloaded several truckloads of volumes (purchased by my company at 
pulp paper prices from more respectable firms) upon the aspirant 
scholars of Zaire who were under the impression that their national 
university's library was being stocked with a selection of the more 
talented American authors.
It was at the end of my solitary celebration commemorating this 
deal that I became entangled in my present situation. I staggered
from the ballroom of the cruise ship upon which I was making my re­
turn journey, clutching to me the huge bulk of the jeroboam of 
champagne I had provided my fellow passengers. The other drinkers 
were all abed, and I resolved to sit the night through on deck with 
what has served me throughout the years in lieu of a friend, a large 
quantity of alcohol.
I ensconced myself in the life raft which the crew had set up 
for a demonstration that afternoon. Its position was near the rail 
on the lowest deck open to the air. I must have dozed for I woke 
to find the ship listing rapidly and my life raft sliding, bringing 
me with it, under the rail and into the sea.
The ship's hull must have ruptured, she went down incredibly 
fast. To my knowledge I am the sole survivor of her wreck.
And in my solitude I cannot succeed in finding a rationale 
for my continued survival. Neither can I make myself take action 
to terminate that survival; for in my general moral atrophy I can­
not find the strength of will to throw the fishing gear overboard, 
or to puncture the flotation cells of my raft. I realize now that 
the production of this pitiful bleat which you hold amounts only to 
further self-flagellation.
Of a certainty I will not remain sane much longer. Perhaps be­
fore I sink into that abyss of fractured thoughts and emotions I can 
communicate my predicament. I can take a small measure of consola­
tion from the possibility that this manuscript will one day be 
found. It is the only bit of truth I can ever remember having 
shared.
July Zy 1975 
Pat Tibbits
{ jo in  '{Back
This Easterner with quite a bit of money 
comes to stay with a guy in a dugout figgerin 
to bully out some fo the settlers fer nothin'
So thinkin the Easterner would buy some food 
The settler served him almost all the food he had 
'till he got wise and hid the rest
Now then, th'easiest thing to cook with was
cow chips cause they makes a quick far' 'nd they's hot.
So the next morning the settler jumps out 'a bed
puts a plate on th'table, grabs five cow chips
puts one on his plate and begins to pour syrup on't but
each time he turns around, he breaks a chunk offn' it
where the Easterner can't see, then drops it inna box 
where all th'rest 'o the'chips was. He says, "If those 
five chips aren't enough, they's plentie more...
course some folks like buffalo chips better; they
has a more wild flavor." Next day
th'Easterner tells the depot agent before boarding
the first train east,
"These settlers can’t help but get rich they work
oxen, then eat the cow chips. They can't help but make it...."
"myself, I can't hardly get any down 




We two have built our glittering spires of sand.
Each day we meet the need to craft anew
High towers. We know they lack the strength to stand
Time's awful flow. We watch the sea undo
Our ardent work. And still we persevere.
What private mystery, setting up a dare,
Can drive us when the tidal peak is near 
To strive at fever's pitch at that affair?
The structure done, it soon exists no more.
Sand castles last so brief a space in time 
Before they crumble at the ocean's roar.
Yet in our minds some remnants are sublime,
Ten thousand castles scattered through the years 
Where we exchange salutes as laughing peers.
Robert Gerson
from
Letters to the St. Louisans
'jPtnzotf
Pronounce your Z
Sister Rabida got up to go to the bathroom. (Provided with this 
bus for passengers* comfort.) She was just waiting, just itching 
for someone to make a pass at her so she could knee the vile scum 
in the groin; smash his nose into his brain and commit all sorts 
of other mayhem in the name of women*s liberation (with a little 
help from Fujiachi Karate Institute of Greater Topeka). She had 
a whole handful of fat Oriental rings; funky suede wedgies; baggy 
pants, Burgundy corduroy jacket, no hair-do (to be exact: the I- 
don*t-give-a-shit-for-cosmetics-non-hair-do (note: could be taken 
for the advanced stages of an infection of a particularly virulent 
strain of the frizzies)), and a rather marked lack of facial ex­
pression. She spent the entire trip smoking a pack of 120 mm ciga­
rettes and reading 10 pages of Sisterhood is Power.
Bradley, please be a dear.
Then there were the three ladies from Chicago. Just as we were 
pulling into the Chi-town itself, at 4:30 pm.-sun, hot sweaty, 
three and a half hours straight-the ladies decided (among them­
selves) to give the rest of the bus an impromptu Introduction to 
the Wonderful World of Chicago— in 3 (count *em, 3) part harmony, 
side shows every 5 minutes on the 5minutes, historical notes and 
feeling.
"You know, I like the city.**
"Yes, I do too."
"Now most people like the country, but I like the city."
Then, as the landmarks (skymarks) started coming into view they 
picked up momentum.
"And there's the Sears Tower. The tallest building in the world." 
Her pride as if she had something to do with it showed.
"You can see Big John. The John Hancock Building." Can you be­
lieve that? "Big John."
"Let's see. We'll go on down to 50. Then get into the right lane 
for the bus depot; taking us right past the Jed Rumblebutt Memorial 
Flophouse."
We finally pulled into, or rather down to, the bus station. It's 
all underground. Which sounds kind of hokey and makes you feel like 
some burrowing insect in a tunnel. I saw a sign: All passengers 
for Mexico kindly claim all baggage in Laredo, Texas. So. But 
when I saw the Spanish translation next to it, I knew I was getting 
close to where I wanted to be.
Now the airport limousine. Information Desk. Sherman Hotel.
Right! City Cop— Sherman Hotel is closed, it probably won't stop 
there. Rats. Where to now. Well, it starts its pickups at the 
Palmer House.
Now I got the idea early in the conversation that he wanted to say, 
"2 blocks down, 2 blocks over." But he wouldn't say that. He kept 
trying to make me see some sort of L just down the street, and 
which streets were one-way and which way and you know where the 
Jacobiator's Restaurant is? Just across from that. So I smiled, 
waved and ran.
It wasn't until I was directly under the tracks of the elevated 
train system and some express came barreling through (I thought 
the Apocalypse had come) that I realized what he meant by the L.
2 blocks down, 2 blocks over —  Palmer House.
Now St. Louis has an airport limousine service consisting of one 
8-door station wagon and one very tippable Negro porter in a dark 
uniform and cap. Chicago, like Chicago, does things in a big way. 
Their limo service is bigger and better-equipped than St. Louis' 
main public transport system— Bi-State!
Now, I know that some of those other folks thought me a bit hick 
when I ate my bag lunch on the way to O'Hare, but I wonder what 
they will think when they find my bag of peanuts that I left in 
the seat? Nuts? Elephant lover? I don't know, but keed, I was 
the only one that got off of that bus when the guy said, "Interna­
tional Flights."
May 24, 1973 
Scott Price
transformations
crosses and x's 
transformations 
man on the train 
whose hyperbolas 
are vertical tosses 
whose apparent gains 
are actual losses 
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AND GOT EXILED FROM EARTH TILL NOW
Myriads of years ago, when fishes flew and forests walked, and 
figs grew upon thorns, then the Sun was a tellurian occupying the 
Eastern part of the world; while the Sea inherited the Western side. 
They lived in harmony as friends. The Sun used to visit his friend, 
but his friend never paid him a visit. It so happened that Sun fell 
sick and he sent one of his children to tell his friend about it.
His friend got the message but he did not go to visit his sick 
friend. When Sun recovered, a new feeling developed in him and his 
relationship with Sea was in a shaky position. He then decided to 
visit his friend and point out to him that his behaviour was unbe­
coming of a good friend.
The following day he found himself in Sea's house and thus 
spoke to him. "I have been visiting you even when you are not sick, 
but it never occurred to you that you should also pay me a visit 
even in my sickbed," he said. "Do you think that I am so poor as 
not to afford the least thing as 'Kola' (African nuts used in en­
tertaining visitors) if you come to me?" Sea grinned, thus showing 
contempt for what his friend was saying. He later told Sun that it 
was easier and safer for him to visit him than it was for him to 
visit Sun. Incidentally, Sun could not understand what his friend 
meant, after-all it was not all that easy to travel from his terri­
tory to visit Sea and back again without being worn out. After a 
long debate on the issue, his friend yielded but pointed out that 
whatever the outcome of his visit would be he should not be held 
responsible. The Sun innocently but ignorantly signed his expul­
sion by fixing a day for his friend to visit him.
On the appointed day, Sun and all his children prepared dif­
ferent types of delicious dishes and awaited the arrival of their 
visitor and his children. The Sea actually kept his promise, and 
on that faithful and hopeful day, he journeyed to the Eastern part 
of the world. On his way he sang,
"Sun the Great, your friend has come to visit you.
For better or worse we are going to meet.
Sun the Great, Sea the Greatest in the Universe has come,
Whatever shall be your fate you are to blame.
Do not run away
For I do not run when you come to me."
Meanwhile, Sun and his children heard the song, though they could 
not make out the words; they were happy that very soon their visitor 
would be with them. In a twinkle of the eye, they saw that they were 
surrounded on all sides by Sea's children. As they kept moving for­
ward, there was hardly a space left for Sun and his children. Sun 
guessed that their steps were too soft for such quickness and their 
voices too muffled to mean any good. He soon dismissed such thoughts 
and clung tenaciously to the idea, that perhaps they were getting 
wild because their father was at the rear. He then told them to 
stop moving forward because he and his children were now feeling 
uncomfortable. The smartest among them dashed to their father, who 
was a couple of yards away, and told him what Sun had said. Sea 
then advanced leaving some of his young ones —  rivers and streams 
behind.
If they were not smart, the Sea would have drowned them. Thus 
they lifted off into the air and immediately the space was occupied 
by Sea; and there was water everywhere. His friend called out to 
him, mocking and at the same time asking him to come back and pre­
sent him with "Kola." He rebuked Sea for paying him a pugnacious 
and belligerent visit, and accused him of being a usurper. He then 
commanded Sea to quit his territory. His speech so annoyed the Sea 
that he formed high tides which rose millions of feet above the 
ground in order to reach his friend in the air. His friend moved 
further into the atmosphere and finally decided to check further 
movement of Sea into the air, for he could not bear the sight of 
his deceptive and deceitful friend lording over land and air. He 
discharged a great heat, such as he had never released before and 
the tides suffered in the air and receded. All efforts to regain 
his territory became void, and being tired of hanging in the air, 
he went to the Creator and asked for a permission to attach himself
to the sky.
Meanwhile Sea had left a small space for other forms of life to 
settle in. Sun was not comfortable in his new home and would have 
loved to go back to earth if he had the chance. Then he decided to 
make alliance with other creatures on the earth, so that they might 
help him fight the Sea and get back his territory. Fishes, it must 
be noted, are stream-lined and in those days, it took them about 
ten minutes flight to reach the sky. On one of their visits to 
the sky, Sun seized the opportunity and spoke to them concerning 
the impending war. They all agreed to take part and even promised 
to speak to others on earth. On their arrival on earth, the tidings 
were spread all over but not all creatures supported the faction, and 
yet those who did not support did nothing to prevent the war. When 
the war broke out, creatures were divided. They fought against and 
between themselves; and many were wounded. The spinal-cord of craw­
fish was broken, and he still can't walk upright. Snakes were re­
lieved of their legs and hands leaving them to suffer for the rest 
of their lives. The unicorns took active part in the fight. Some 
of them had two of their horns broken and others lost only one horn 
each, and the mating of these ill-fated unicorns gave rise to new 
breeds with one elongated horn vaguely displaced to the right on 
their heads. Then Sea was finally attacked from above by Sun and 
all the heavenly bodies and on earth by creatures such as Dragon, 
fishes, crocodiles and the rest of the creatures which are now 
aquatics. Initially, it seemed as if Sea would be defeated. But 
by forming high tides to attack Sun in the air, and the tides having 
been subdued by the heat of the Sun, fell back to earth and swept 
away friends and foes alike. When Sun saw what had happened on 
earth to his allies, he gave up hope and went back to his present 
home.
After the battle, Sea turned to all the creatures who had sur­
vived all the tortures meted out to them by tides and ebbs. The 
ring-leaders were sorted out and brought to judgement; having been 
found guilty of being in league with Sun to overthrow Sea, they 
were sentenced to life imprisonment. Unfortunately, there was no
prison, so Sea decided to keep them within his house and thus turn 
them into serfs. The convicts were all the creatures that are now 
aquatics. To those who did not support the coup-d'etat, Sea gave 
one quarter of the land but set his children to guard every corner 
against Sun's invasion. Thus Mississippi was assigned to Western 
side, while Nile, Niger and Congo rivers were assigned to the East.
This explains why four-fifths of the Earth is filled with 
water. The Sun is still jealous of his territory and that is the 
reason he keeps on moving from East to West and back to East every 
day trying to find out if Sea is tired of owning any section of the 
earth.
Chrysanthus Johnny Obot 
Cross River State 
Nigeria
Reflections
Sometimes I get the feeling
that my life
has already taken place
and that I'm sitting somewhere
like a vulture in an old dead tree
looking at it
and I see myself
shaking my head pitifully
at how ignorant I was.
John Ladage Jr.
the K^hair
Fear and gleaming instruments.
The light waits on closed eyes, 
quietly the rhythmic 
pulse waits.
Steps.
Steps from a dream 
bring medicinal smell:
The tempo quickens
the smell of pain
the smell of fear






and ripping the flesh
and grinding the bone
the hissing shriek






Through the long velvet cloak listening 
to the stirrings 
of the death inside the seed 
of loneliness
awaiting the first shaft of 
gold
to slice away the despair enfolded 
round my shoulders.
Despair of many ages, of empty friends 
and many more of empty self. The 
keen edge of mornings blade is blunted 
by countless 
years of use.





fin answer to your yraytr
I'll let you hear.
I'll let you hear 
my words 
in a letter, 
will be heard, 
though written, 
in your mind's ear 
your mind's voice
a transformation 
my voice to yours
the paper is the medium 
by which the words 
arrive at you 
and through which 
I formulate 





to what this is 
from my intentions
once here 
I'll let you hear 
all that I've not said 
for lack of one to hear
I'll let you hear
the silence of my indecision
and my fear
the only things I have to fear
February 26, 1976 
AIbuquerque 
Au Quai des Henris 
Scott Price
Strategic jftjfoancc....
Beginning with a chapter title by Mao Tse-Tung
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Fire of Noon Sun 
Air of Blue Heavens 
Earth of Patient Stone 





["Infinity is generally considered any distance 
more than 50 feet."
I read that in a book and
yes
that*8 very much like it].
Jim Bogan 
Mackinac Island  
1975
$Cow $omut for f)awn
1. the intricate tracings of light
2. the stars of each season revolve
3. the center is a vastness
4. each grass shines
5. this is desire that dances so quickly
6. between the leaves is Kansas
7. the wind in the awning yawns
8. pawprints on the windshield
9. sing this poem to your razorblade
10. the marginal angels of transvaal
11. all that music roaring
12. the steely bones of the icicles melt 
IS. cloud-shadows curl like flags




When beauty is unendurable
one looks around quickly
and puts forth a tentative hand.
I touch stone and stand 
puzzled that it is not warm:
LAUGHING GOD, ANON., DON’T TOUCH
I wonder where’s the harm,
laughing god, anonymous?
and would it matter so very much
if I touched you with a bold warm hand?
LADY DON’T HANDLE THE WORKS OF ART
DON’T TOUCH THE GODS PLEASE
Are you afraid my joy might start
like blood in your arms and run their length
to the ends of your eternal lifted fingers
and warm them down?
DON’T TOUCH DON’T TOUCH 
but I do
because you almost resemble . . • 
laughing god, why do you shed 
anonymous tears and tremble?
2.
We let em make their own signs 
lady
they come in here 
week after week
every few days a new one 
we aint got time
Whos going to look that long 
at a piece of stone 
they want to be touched or not 
they make their own
PLEASE DON’T HANDLE THE WORKS OF ART LADY 
or if you have to
heres one over here dont mind being handled 
we cant keep em all straight 
we let em make their own.
3.
The only way you can do it, you know,
is to stop that tiresome pumping of the blood
and all that breathing, in and out.
You can stand here a day or two
and hang your sign;
they’ll forget when you came in.
Being beautiful gets to be a burden.
Look at you, now, 
with sunshine all over you: 
your limbs are alive with it; 
it’s a dead giveaway.
Stand here a day or two
and forget about the outside
they won’t know you from the rest of us.
You can stand here 
just a day or two is all 
say nothing 
don’t reach
and soon we will stare at each other














Talk resumes a premigratory stance 
in the midst, proposing nothing, 
a paratactic circumstance
there is a simple gregariousness
so mammalian a thing I thought 
when the young black goat 
climbed in Ellen’s lap—  
that assumption he’d be welcome
or the cats sharing nightly our bed,
taking it for granted
you dig all warm bodies too
only in this sense expression
not the attic misapprehension would
refer us to private regions as significant
& against wch bent utterance outruns memory 
becomes, she said, incantation 









pitch of intelligence, 
the intrinsic rectitude 
of a critical condition, 
quietude of radical place
this placement
among creatures & hills
this one text—
the spare, implicit terrain
(sun going down
there comes the light of settlements 
& we wonder
calling children across the dunes 
the cry comes so fullthroated.
John Morgan
)Dreams o j AXnreditij
When weariness of What-Is
clouds my window,
voices of inaudible timbre
call forth What-Can-Be
and catapult me from rock to sky:
My mind mounts Pegasus,
Hooved knives slice the ties 
of Mediocrity and self-doubt 
as wings of air-swept net dredge me 
from a life of limitations 
once clutching me to ground.
Clouds caress my cheeks.
Others’ dreams flash by.
I see secrets and hear sights,
touch the intangible with fingers of the mind.
Imagined places materialize.
I become the Dream and 
others see me
in their moments of unreality.
I hover, momentarily,
over all That-Is —  too real —  then,
leaving it below, I rise




Old-fashioned is the word which
seems to suit it best— his suit.
Bluish-grey, wooly, sneezy-looking 
with three buttons at the cuff 
and lint which lost its struggle 
halfway up the sleeve.
Hands (wrinkled, but big and strong 
with a gold ring hiding a diamond) 
grasp each other behind his head 
(the hair that’s left is mostly grey 
and faded blonde)
And his watch band is now too large and 
hangs ineffectively at the wrist.
Smoke from his marlboro curls about 
his nodding approval as though 
giving assent (or consent)
And the laugh I hear but can’t see 
cracks the air.
I return to my food, alarmed at watching 
this old philosopher so closely, 





At six she played,
Everyone listened;
With wonder and gladness,
This child born with no badness, 






Win, win, fame 
That I can envy 
Or feign pity,
Of Margaret Mirry,
As mid summer flower,
Bright as genius,
Her young power;
With talent and winning,
This girl grew with sinning, 







That I may star 
Or win, instead 
Of Margaret Mirry,
As she was christened;






















in a cage of lite
they gather where
the eyes are blank
& desperate to be filled.
John Morgan
&mj>ak ^t&ak
Buffalo Bill Mathewson 
trader, living five miles 
west
of Atlanta,
visionary on the Trail. Stone Man.
Indians call him
"Simpah Zilbah," or long-bearded
dangerous man.
Travel*d to eastern Kansas where 
settlers were starving & shot herds of 
buffalo, never taking a cent, saving 
hundreds of lives from a raging demon.
Satanta, local chief, has a brave 
steal one of Mathewson*s horses because 
"he*s too kind to stop you1'
Mathewson demands it back, Satanta capitulates 
& vows to kill him breaks 
into his trading post few days later with 
ten braves and announces his intent.
Bill says: "Well, when you kill me 
everything in the store will be yours 1*11 
teach you how to use it..."
Moves slowly towards the counter 
& pulls four pistols 
two in each hand screams 
& charges the Indians
terrified red men turn and run Satanta 
older and a little heavy is too slow is 
grabbed and punched then
a kick in the seat of the pants out the door 
and leaves for Oklahoma declaring 
"His magic is too strong..."
Simpah Zilbah
has white all around his eyes,








Attended always by ancient melodies
he came when I was sleeping
and brought me gossip of Atlantis.
We walked together in primeval groves; 
he ate pomegranates from my hand.
Sometimes strange music spun 
like shadow from his shimmering spire 
and I could put my fingers through my eyes 
and turn my mind around.
Recently I became unable to sleep.
I have not seen him since.
Margaret Menamin
£(uitwsj>eare '̂ Vlapjied t(u
OR HOW, PROPERLY, NOT TO GET LOST
Sweet William was a mapmaker
And such a territory thru which to travel!
Movement is what he did
whether it was movement which overcomes cold
the frozen congeal’d permanence 
inadaptability
of the Elizabethan impenetrables
who retain’d their singular inertia 
who abstain’d
forfeited the exigencies
or whether it was the disembodied flight
Required to wing his way with dead certainty 
in the midst of chaos
confusions & bewilderments 
and the hollow feedback of exerted perversity.
Honestly he recognized the territory
and ingenuously were the recognitions forg’d into a timely form: 
the players and the stage 
who embraced and mirror’d
the influential rains that water'd the ground 
(and made more fruitful, among other things, the same old weeds)
Lotta opportunities for redemption. The burdens 
dropping off into oblivion 
’cuz the mapmaker show’d us the Gate (or the center) 
past the susceptibility to tempests and storms.
the gate:
poetic imagination (the virtue, virtuous amusement) 
is rarer than VENGEANCE
THIS VICE....a negative, omission of act
in self and 
hindrance of act 
in another”
poetic imagination-- the responsibility
RESPONSE ABILITY
which, when the instructions are follow'd discreetly, 
can guide us past 
the RECAPITULATING CIRCLES 
of REaction
into the central & circumferential (both!) 




Someone told me, just yesterday, 
in a discouraging voice, 
that winter was by our side.
I just turned and laughed 
walking off,
Hand in hand with that
old man.
Jon Langerak
Richard W. McFall> Jr.
£etter jrorn an Arizona ath 'J'eacfw
Mathematics is the mental equivalent of Hatha Yoga. It 
gradually increases logical strengths & intuitions, it focuses 
the mind on measurable patterns of vibration— the pulse, the 
heart, night & day, music, & attraction & repulsion among people.
In the heater in the math room is a flute playing music of 
the spheres. The students associate & work together in 2's &
3’s. Desks are shoved together into appropriate organisms. In 
the middle are desks at all angles, & paper on the floor.
Change from numbers to letters: A - (-1, -2, -3, -4}. What 
are the subsets of A? The permutations of -1, -2, -3, & -4. It 
is lovely, as Indonesian ballet.
It has been the misfortune of mathematics to be, with read­
ing and writing, one of the 3 disciplines at times valued by the 
societies that use group education. So students who aren’t 
suited to mathematics have had it fed them like castor oil— for 
8, 12, 16, 20 years. And even those students who were naturals 
at math were over-saturated by it— for lack of astrology, geo- 
mancy, chanting, dancing, farting, spitting, & lying in bed 
thinking with brains, thorax, genitals, or soles.
But math is exactly as good as any other way. Not a one is 
complete as an explanation for the way things take shape, & not 
a one I ’ve ever delved into was utterly consistent in itself.
Which resolves itself mathematically as—





& a chance to better the odds."
Eric Chaet 
Rough Rock/11-75
A  Winter's fa t e
based on the disturbing insight that
disaster comes in triplicate.
Snow is thick 
in the wintermorning. 
Ancient Plymouth 
keeps tenuous purchase 
on ice-paved road.













by floating ice —  













flat on my back
grey sky sliced





resting on the chilly
surface of the Earth
comfortable
remembering like falls
and an old message:
— _ J.’Slow Down"
Get up 





the red Fiat 
drive onto street 
slide in slow arc 
— well maybe I'll miss it.... 
but probably not —
BAM
into the telephone pole, 
grief case casualty 
slams to floor.
It's all right, Ma 







to the United States Post Office 
working on intuition 
that "significant mail" 
awaits me.





into the nether regions 
of half-lit energy crisissed 
federal building.
To pass the time 
I hum a few bars 
of Coltrane's version 
of "Nature Boy."
Two people switch lines 









at a Serbian picnic —  







The End of a Winters Tale
Jim Bogan 
R o ll a Winter 
1976
B R ID G E T

